Syllabus for CS6787
Advanced Machine Learning Systems

Term: Fall 2017
Instructor: Christopher De Sa
Course website: cs.cornell.edu/courses/cs6787/
Schedule: MW 7:30pm - 8:45pm
Office hours: W 2:00pm 3:00pm or by appointment
Room: Bill and Melinda Gates Hall G01
Office: Bill and Melinda Gates Hall 450
E-mail: cdesa@cs.cornell.edu

Description. So you’ve taken a machine learning class. You know the models people use to solve their problems. You know the algorithms they use for learning. You know how to evaluate the quality of their solutions.

But when we look at a large-scale machine learning application that is deployed in practice, it’s not always exactly what you learned in class. Sure, the basic models, the basic algorithms are all there. But they’re modified a bit, in a bunch of different ways, to run faster and more efficiently. And these modifications are really important—they often are what make the system tractable to run on the data it needs to process.

CS6787 is a graduate-level introduction to these system-focused aspects of machine learning, covering guiding principles and commonly used techniques for scaling up to large data sets. Informally, we will cover the techniques that lie between a standard machine learning course and an efficient systems implementation. Topics will include stochastic gradient descent, acceleration, variance reduction, methods for choosing metaparameters, parallelization within a chip and across a cluster, popular ML frameworks, and innovations in hardware architectures. An open-ended project in which students apply these techniques is a major part of the course.

Prerequisites. Knowledge of machine learning at the level of CS4780. Optionally, knowledge of computer systems and hardware on the level of CS 3410.

Format. One traditionally formatted lecture per week, and one presentation by a group of students of a selected paper, followed by discussion.

Grading. Students will be evaluated on the following basis.

20% Paper presentation — each student will present, in a group, one of the listed papers
10% In-class quizzes — there will be a quiz before each paper presentation on that paper’s content
10% Discussion participation
30% Paper reviews — students must submit a review of every paper we discuss
30% Final project

Final project parameters. The final project can be done in groups of up to three (although more work will be expected from groups with more people). The subject of the project is open-ended, but it must include the implementation of a machine learning system to solve a problem, using one or more of the techniques discussed in the course (or similar techniques) to achieve a speedup over some baseline method. The project will culminate in a project report of at least four-pages. Project proposals (at most one page) are due on Monday, November 13. An abstract for the report is due on Monday, November 27, and we will discuss the abstracts in class on that day. The final project report is due on Wednesday, December 6.

Course Calendar.

Wednesday, August 23 No in-person lecture. I am traveling this week. Do not go to the lecture room. No one will be there.

Monday, August 28 Lecture 1. Topics:
• Overview
• Course outline and syllabus
• Gradient descent
• Stochastic gradient descent: the workhorse of machine learning
• Theory of SGD for convex objectives

Wednesday, August 30 Due: Sign-up for paper presentations.
Lecture 2. Topics:
- The effect of choosing the step size/learning rate
- Mini-batching and batch size
- Overfitting
- Generalization error
- Regularization
- Early stopping

Monday, September 4  Labor day. No lecture.


Monday, September 11  Due: Review of Paper 1.

Lecture 3. Topics:
- The condition number
- Momentum and acceleration
- Momentum for quadratic optimization
- Momentum for principle component analysis (PCA)


Monday, September 18  Due: Review of Paper 2.

Lecture 4. Topics:
- The kernel trick
- Gram matrix versus feature extraction: systems tradeoffs
- Adaptive/data-dependent feature mappings


Lecture 5. Topics:
- Online versus offline learning
- Variance reduction
- SVRG
- Fast linear rates for convex objectives


Monday, October 2  Due: Review of Paper 4.

Lecture 6. Topics:
- Metaparameter optimization
- Assigning parameters from folklore
- Random search over parameters
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Wednesday, October 4  

Monday, October 9  
**Fall break. No lecture.**

Wednesday, October 11  
**Due: Review of Paper 5.**


Monday, October 16  
**Due: Review of Paper 6.**

**Lecture 7.** Topics:
- Non-convex stochastic gradient descent
- Weakness of theoretical guarantees
- One case where we can say something: stochastic power iteration
- Deep learning as non-convex optimization

Wednesday, October 18  

Monday, October 23  
**Due: Review of Paper 7.**

**Lecture 8.** Topics:
- Major bottleneck for ML systems: parallelism
- Asynchronous execution
- Hogwild!

Wednesday, October 25  

Monday, October 30  
**Due: Review of Paper 8.**

**Lecture 9.** Topics:
- Major bottleneck for ML systems: memory bandwidth and locality
- Low precision computation
- Vector computation
- Scan orders

Wednesday, November 1  

Monday, November 6  
**Due: Review of Paper 9.**

**Lecture 10.** Topics:
- Algorithms other than SGD
- What happens on the inference side?
- Stochastic coordinate descent
- Markov chain Monte Carlo and Gibbs sampling
- Contrastive divergence
- Derivative free optimization

Monday, November 13  
**Due: Review of Paper 10.**  
**Due: Final Project Proposal.**

**Lecture 11.** Topics:  
- Hardware for machine learning  
- The dominance of GPUs  
- Accelerators for machine learning  
- Will all computation become matrix multiply?


Monday, November 20  
**Due: Review of Paper 11.**

**Lecture 12.** Topics:  
- Machine learning frameworks and cluster parallelism  
- TensorFlow  
- SciKit-Learn  
- PyTorch  
- Is Python the ML language of the future?

Wednesday, November 22  Thanksgiving break. No lecture.

Monday, November 27  
**Abstract for Final Project.**

Abstract swap and discussion.

Wednesday, November 29  **Abstract swap continued and/or final lecture.** Depending on time and number of project groups. Topic for lecture will depend on student interest.

Wednesday, December 6  **Final Project report due.**